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students to face tuition, room and board increase
by scott d. nelson
The UPS administration has some good news and some bad news for
students this holiday season.
The good news is that there will be more financial aid available next year
than ever before; the bad news is the reason for the extra aid -- tuition is going
up again, and for that matter so is room and board.
It will cost the average full-time student at UPS $285 more for tuition, and
an additional

$200

for room and board. Last year's increase was

$190/$100.
Why the raise? Why is it larger than last year? Where will it go?
The answers to these questions takes one through an intricate world of
such demons as CPI's (Consumer Price Index), FTE's (Full-time equivalent
students), fixed operating expenses and the like. The answers really begin with
the budgetary assumptions made in conjunction with last year's fee hike.
The increase in the cost of attending UPS for 1975-76 represented an 8%
rise in tuition. Out of the resulting additional revenue there was a 3% wage
increase for UPS faculty members and a 4% increase to the staff. However, the
rise in the CPI for that time period was 12%. This represented a 9%spending
power toss to the faculty and an 8% loss to the staff.
In terms of dollars and cents, the actual faculty loss to the CPI last year
averaged $1,365(this may be weighed against the salaries in chart 1.1 In
planning this year's budget, the administration noted the additional raise for
this year in the CPI of 7.8% and felt that something must be done for next
year to bring salaries more in line with the cost of living. Phibbs added that to
bring the wages up to parity with inflation would have resulted in a

$600

tuition increase.
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This includes the salary and all
benefits which are paid by the
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The administration reacted to this feeling by including a 6.5% increase for
faculty and an 8.2% increase for staff members. The higher raise for the staff

fee survey results negative

for the past two years has been part of an attempt to bring staff salaries more
in line wiht those of the faculty.

An overwhelming majority of the 101 surveys

were in favor of some raise in student activity fees. Three

returned to the TRAIL office were against the proposed

said "possibly." Those in favor generally agreed with the

The increase in faculty and staff wages accounts for $189,000 and
$187,000, respectively, of $746,7000
that will be generated by the tuition
increase.
The faculty will still lose an additional 1.3% to the CPI this year
for an average total loss for this year and next of $1,565, or 10.3%. The staff

student activity fee increase, opposed any increase

$7.00 proposal. Two students suggested the activity fee

will fare slightly better, their loss average for the two year period will be 7.6%.

whatsoever and stated the students' vote was needed on

be set at a constant 2% of the annual tuition.
Seventy-eight surveys indicated a student vote was

Between faculty and staff salary raises, $376,000 of the increase is
accounted for. The $115,000 for non-controllable expenses goes to just that,

increase which would raise the fee from $18 to $25 per

needed. Sixteen were opposed.
One 'no' voter explained, "The reason I think the

about by outside authorities and passed on to UPS. The purpose of the

semester. Reasons for that position included written-in

students shouldn't have been asked is that they would

$50,000 contingency fund speaks for itself, but the term "Quality

complaints from off campus students that they never got

have voted it down. Being a member of two organizations

Improvement," may seem a bit ambiguous. This category covers various

any benefits anyway, that school costs enough as it is,

that had their budgets screwed, I want to see my

improvements the administration feels are necessary to remain competitive
with other schools; $59,000 has been allotted for this area.
The figure of $146,700 for student aid represents what Financial

by karl ohls

Sixty-four surveys opposed any increase at all while 32

the issue.
Exactly 76 surveys were marked as opposing the

that the money student government gets now is

organizations get funded. The total apathy situation on

mismanaged and that no one has explained what the

this campus would have only seen the part where their

increased funds are going to be used for.

ASB fees would raise, not where it would go."

Twenty-two surveys were marked in favor of the
increase. The reasons given were that campus
organizations were having trouble operating at their
current level of funding, that it would cover the increased

Said another, "The TRAIL wouldn't be making such a
big deal if they had their funds cut."
A student opposed to the increase suggested that the
Cellar be turned into a tavern to raise funds.

to cover the inflationary increase in utilities and expenses which are brought

Vice-President Lloyd Stuckey called "seed money" to increase the available
student financial aid.
Stuckey said that the university recognizes how difficult this tuition
increase will make it for some students to attend UPS. Many federal financial
aid packages and work-study programs as well as loans and other sources of

costs caused by inflation, it would build up the ASUPS

The survey appeared on thefront page of the TRAIL's

monetary aid are available on a matching funds basis. Therefore, if UPS

reserve fund, put UPS on a par with other schools and get

last issue. Students were urged to fill it out and send it to

increases the amount of financial aid available to students, other sources will

rid of the admission charges for campus dances and

the newspaper office .

movies.

continued on page 2
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inued from page 1
kups fm may receive hews funds contstudents
face tuition increase
by Iii code

The December 2nd Student Senate meeting seemed to
concentrate primarily on the issue of KUPS becoming an
FM station. Robert Reppas, the general manager of KUPS
brought the Senate up to date on the process of making it
into an FM station. He stated that presently the staff is
working on the format, engineering and various other
preparations for doing just that. They are ready to accept
donation right now and though they have contacted
various private companies, they are particularly interested
in a program sponsored by HEW which could possibly be
worth $50,000 to K UPS. The station is applying for the
program and claims that it is extremely eligible for the
aid. Reppas explained, "This is our biggest shot."
In February, KUPS will submit its budget for spring
for an FM station. Reppas feels that, "This is one of the
most important projects the Senate has ever faced."
Reppas also feels that this can be used not only to
communicate to UPS students but it will operate at about
a ten mile radius in Tacoma and can reach around 30,000
people.
KUPS asked for about $3,000 from the student
government for spring, as its budget for the first year will
be around $6,000. Reppas said that the Board of Trustees
was very excited about the prospect and they felt it
would fill an academic need. He also stated that he was
asking for the Board to okay that any additional money
would be used towards increasing the power to reach a
greater amount of people.

the present because the Board felt that the Senate should

get more student input before the proposal was agreed
upon. Becky White suggested that the reason for this was

increase too. Stuckey forsees the possibility of additional aid income totaling

that Tom Pantley and Gary Schinnel came to the meeting

three to four times the amount that UPS puts up.

with the survey replies from an earlier issue of the TRAIL

President Phibbs stressed the fact that the amount of money UPS

about the fee increase. The results showed 22 people

receives pends on how many students apply for financial aid and therefore

answered in favor of the increase and 76 people against it.

he urges students to apply.

With these survey replies they proposed the idea of more

In his presentation to the Student Senate, which included the

student input. At the Senate meeting, White voiced the

announcement of the increase, Phibbs made it clear that UPS is unusually

opinion that perhaps Pantley's suggestion and the results

dependent on revenues from student fees for operating expences. The pie

of the TRAIL survey were questionable. Gelbach said that

illustrates that almost 87% of the typical dollar is raised from student tuition.

they intended to let the issue cool off for awhile and

He commented that this is one of the major reasons for the series of

would present open forums in January to answer any

continuing increases over the last few years. The chart also shows where and

questions about it.
The next order of business was the Faculty Senate

how the typical dollar is spent at UPS.

Committee Student representitive appointments. For the

dependence on fees and the inflationary increases which we have fallen heir to,

Winterim committee, the representitives include Pete

our increase is still lower than 13 other schools similar to UPS,(see Chart 41. It

McMillan, Dave Cardeiro , and Sandy Kindig. On the

also points out that our tuition increase ranks eighth.

Admissions committee are Susan Eastep and Carolyn

The increase in the cost of room and board for 1976-77 will bring the cost

Dressel. The Honors Program and Academic Advising

of living on campus to $1400. Stuckey explained the reason for the $200 hike

committee will include Roland Stout, Bill Canfield and

was primarily fixed cost increases:

Betsy Campbell, yet there is still one position to be filled.

"For instance this year we are getting hit with a 6 cent raise per unit of

The Faculty Senate committee on Honarary Degrees now

heating gas, whereas in the past, we have paid only 5 cents per unit," he
explained.

will have Roland Stout representing the students and the
Committee for Teacher Education will have Diane Jarmon

In addition the costs of food have risen considerably forcing a part of the

as a student representitive at their proceedings. As far as

increase. Again. in comparison to other schools, UPS has kept a low level or

the legislative assistants to the President are concerned,

Room and Board costs (see Chart 4).

Raquel Heuston, Ann Pense, Val Amphlette, Cindy Deale,

In summation, Stuckey demonstrated how tight the UPS .budget really

Jim Stop and Laurie Young will be acting in those

is: "Of a $12,000,000 budget for 1973-74, we ended up the year $143 in

capacities.

the red, perhaps too much typing paper or something, and in 1974-75, when

The question of the student fee increases came up
again. This time it was by Lyle Gelbach, ASUPS
President. He stated that the proposal went to the Board
of Trustees Finance Committee and was postponed for

The other orders of business began with an

extra student must shown up."

been doing much lately. There has not been an agenda for

Stuckey concluded that with such large figures, these are actually very
tight budgets.
Further questions and confusion can be clarified at the next President's

the last two meetings nor has Michael himself shown up at

rolling stone
gathers votes
enough already, none other than
Rolling Stone political writer Hunter
S. Thompson now says he's planning

the budget increased to $13,770.000 we finished $2,798 in the black, one

observation by one senator that Michael Wiesmann hasn't

the last two meetings.

As if the presidential
•(ZNS)
candidate field wasn't confused

Continuing his presentation, Phibbs showed that in spite of our

Question and Answer session on December 8th at 4 p.m. in the SUB Lounge.

Visit Europe in 1976

THE (nu

TOUR 1: Russia—Eastern Europe—France—England
Greece—Austria—Germany—Switzerland

to run.
Thompson, who once ran (and
said during a speech at the American

TOUR 2: Switzerland Italy Sicily
—

University in Washington, that, if
elected, he'll initiate a
"dual-surrogate" presidency. This

Chicken -Seafood - Burgers

99 days $2,969 (subject to dollar fluctuation)

lost) for Sheriff of Aspen, Colorado,

Kegs To Go

—

45 days

TOUR 3: Denmark—Norway—Sweden—F inland—

Spaghetti, Garlic Bread,

Leningrad

means, he said, that Ralph Nadar will

45 days

do al I the work, and Frank

& Monday Night Football

Mankiewicz all the talking.

Small VW Bus camping tours led by individuals

Thompson also talked about his

knowledgeable in the areas and languages.

failure to produce a story on the
recent Mohammad Ali fight in Zaire,

All For $1.50 - 6:30-7:30

University Credit may be arranged.

which reportedly angered the editors
of Rolling Stone. He explained: "I

Happy Hour TWICE Daily

For further information contact:

gave my tickets away on the night of
the fight to two winos in the lobby
of the hotel."

12-1 p.m. for Lunch & 4:30-5:30 p.m.

4216 N. 28th, Tacoma 98407
tel. 759-2494

Philip Klindt

Back on the subject of politics,

3410 NO. PROCTOR

Thompson said: "If I were a
politician, I wouldn't talk to

1523 N. Oakes, Tacoma 98406
tel. 759-6458

Mike Curley

reporters at all. I'd have them all
beaten up ... one by one."
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professor questions liberal democracy

does a minority rule america ?
by howard bowman
The United States is, in effect ruled by a privileged
minority, said Urban Studies professor Franklin Hruza in
a TRAIL interview following his 1975 election lecture.
"Because of apathetic 'citizeps; only perhaps 1/3 of
the electorate is even heard," maintained Hruza. "And the
only thing that kept the turn-out so 'high' this election
was the two or three 'hot' issues," he said. According to
Hruza, the fewer people who vote, the less representative
the electorate.. "The people, in a small percentage, who
vote are likely to be in the upper socio-economic class,"
he said. Those who own their homes are also, to Dr.
Hruza, likely to take an interest. When asked for the
lowest social groups Hruza presented "those under 30,
transients-citizens changing towns, such as at McChord,
and people over 65."
Why such a minority? In this area Hruza quickly
brought up several reasons. "First of all, most people are
intellectually lazy--they just don't want to take the time."
Hruza admitted several obstacles: "As part of a study, it
took one of my students eight full hours to get through
the voter's pamphlet ... and who can tell how much of
that is BS."
Next, according to Hruza, is the problem of
alienation. . "People think 'the system isn't
working'-what good is one vote." The professor feels here
the system operates "as good as its electorate." "One vote
can make a difference," he said. "In this state several
mayoral and council positions had November 4 ties -, and
were decided by coin toss--in the Peninsula, for instance a
margin of 10 people decided six positions." Hruza also
photo by karl ohls - trail staff

"wonders" how many people know that Hitler's

In analyzing the 1975 elections, Urban Studies professor Frank Hruza
documents "lousy" voter participation.

leadership of the Nazis was decided by one vote in 1923.
Another major reason, according to Hruza, is that
"we" have never learned to take part. Most people never

see a party: they're not motivated--they have no societal
record of voting," he said. An example of this, to the
professor, is the youth vote,"vvho have never been taught
civic responsibility." Finally, when asked a final reason,
Hruza said, "it's time consuming, and people can see no
personal payoff."
Historically, Hruza said, "we've seen the same
percentage of people voting the last 25 or so years." But
he feels citizens now are much less informed. "Take New
York City, for example--if more people there would've
taken part in the issue and studied it, it wouldn't be in
such hot water today."
For "stagnant bureaucracy" Hruza admitted its
"near-immunity" to electoral processes. "But to make the
beau racracy more responsive--we need no
self-perpetuating politicians--and unfortunately, people
tend to naturally vote for the incumbant."
But how can thee problems be remedied? Hruza
emphasized "we can't blame the system or the
non-participant." In his opinion a better educational
process should be set up. "We must start preaching voting
as the badge of freedom," he said. "In some areas, such as
the South, minorities socially inhibit voting attitudes." He
added, "What we need is to make voting something of
pride-something socially positive." Specifically relating to
November 4th's primary, Hruza sees an actual percentage
of only 50% of voters taking part. "About 72% of eligible
voters register and only 2/3 of them vote," he said. But
even this "was high for a primary election-only 314, the
death penalty, and private school funding brought them
out."
In summarizing, Dr. Hruza once again emphasized
citizens' general responsibility, especially in primaries. "A
people deserves the kind of government they
have- especially in a liberal democracy like ours," he
concluded.
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fee increase criticized

edops

To the editor,
What is the Senate trying to do? Have they
forgotten who they are supposed to represent?

gelbach expresses concern
activities next year. At first glance increasing
ASUPS fees by 39% may seem out of line, but it is
important to note that the fees have not been
adjusted for over ten years. In this time tuition has
increased 170%. Students are generally asking
student government to fund more and better
services and programs since many are left
unbudgeted by the University. At the same time
we are unable to provide the same level of services
we did one year ago. What we ask is to - increase the
fees $7 per semester, to a total of $25. Even at this
amount, UPS's student government fees will rank
well below those of universities such as PLU, UW,
WSU, to name but a few.
The need for a fee increase is so ludicrously
apparent that I wonder why the Trail felt
compelled to force such a self-righteous uproar
over its passing unanimously by the Student
Senate. Surely increased costs are apparent most
of all to the Trail whose publishing costs have
increased substantially each year while revenues
stagnate for its parent, and publisher, the ASUPS.
Budgetary fights have already foolishly bogged
down the ASUPS-coming to a head each May as
organizations and ASUPS subsidaries scramble for
what meager dollars exist in the Student
Government Budget-and are destined only to get
worse if we do not accept the necessity to raise
fees.
I believe we should quit playing politics and act
responsibly with regards to this issue.
Our wish in the student government is to work
hand in hand with the University to remain
competitive in the quality and quantity of student
services it offers to attract and keep our students.
We believe that for the level of student services
offered by our organization to remain comparable
to those prospective students elsewhere, it is vital
that this increase be approved for NEXT
SEPTEMBER.

Dear Editor;
The press' responsibility to fairness as well as
digging out and reporting the facts should
influence the Trail to try to portray a view of the
ASUPS and myself as something more than a
group of power mad boobs whose only interest is
to steal the student's money to fuel their own
selfish motives.
I feel that it is time for the students to be fairly
informed by the Trail of the ASUPS' activities.
Just for your information did you know that the
meeting where the fees proposal was introduced
happened not to be reported on by the Trail?
Look at your Nov. 14 Trail, something is missing,
can you guess what it is? (HINT, it has something
to do with a responsible press!) Did you also know
that the time and place of the Student Senate
meetings have not been included anywhere in the
Trail, not even in the "On the Cuff", (The Trail's
informational feature.), but room was made for
the all important leftover day on Nov. 28, the day
after Thanksgiving. It seems utterly amazing to me
that the prime communication source on this
campus is too busy to report an important meeting
like the one covering the fees issue, yet it offers a
one-sided, pointed editorial, complete with
misquotes, (from a third party) on the front page correction the whole front page of the Nov. 17th
issue. I question whether or not such journalistic
immaturity is necessary or supported by the
students who fork over three dollars per year for
the honor of receiving a publication which has
consistently refused to present both sides of an
issue unbiasedly.
As the University has been analyzing and
making some hard decisions with regards to next
year's tuition and budget, we in student
government have also been looking at this
upcoming year. The student government fee at
UPS has remained at $18 per semester for well
over a decade. If our budget remains tied to this
amount the typical student will have to accept
further decreases in the level of student sponsored

Sincerely,
lyle w. gelbach

faculty evaluation important
Dear Editor,
During the next two weeks,
students are being asked in many
courses to fill out an evaluation
form on that course. These
forms are used by the individual
faculty members to make
improvements in the course and
in his or her teaching. In cases
where a faculty member is being
considered for promotion or
tenure, the results will also be
used by his or her department or
school and the Faculty
Committee on Advancement in
making their recommendations.
Students are in the best
position to point out strengths

and weaknesses of the course
and to offer constructive
suggestions for change. Students
are also clearly in the best
position to judge whether the
course has been valuable. It is
important that students read the
forms and fill them out
thoughtfully and carefully. In
particular, students should take
time to make written comments
on the strengths and weaknesses
-of the course and ways it can be
improved. These written
comments are usually most
helpful and will remain
confidential.
The University is trying a

new form this year with the
hope that it will provide better
information. The form will be
administered by the Department
Secretary or Chairman and the
Instructor will receive a typed
summary and will not see the
original form.
Again, let me stress how
important it is for the
improvement of the
instructional process at UPS that
students take the time to fill out
the forms thoughtfully and
honestly.

Clearly, the answer is yes. First, they cut out
numerous programs stating that there is not
enough money to go around. This can be accepted
by the students because money is not plentiful and
perhaps there was simply not enough to go
around. Then the Senate decides, halfway through
the semester, that the movies and boogies will cost
participating students 25 cents per activity (aside
from the $18 now charged as student body fees).
This can also be accepted (although grudgingly) by
the students for the same reason as stated
previously.
Then, a very strange happening took place. The
Senate gives $300 to the HJR 19 (the aid to
parochial and private school's referendum) cause.
Where did this money come from?
If this kind of money was available, why wasn't
it spent for a student related activity? That is what
we pay the money for, isn't it? Also, why weren't
the students asked if they were even for the
referendum to begin with?
Many of the students that I have talked to
clearly did not want the Government and its
bureaucracy involved with UPS in any way.
Look at the problem Washington State is
having with funding the PUBLIC schools. Why get
UPS involved in such problems? Perhaps the
Senate never even thought of questioning the
students, after all, why should they? Right?
WRONG!
Now they propose a 40% increase in the
student fees. The reason being that the "senate is
responsible for balancing the budget" and the
"increase was to cover the ASB's anticipation of
future needs."
If the increase is passed, it will take affect in
September, right before the presidential election.
Now, the Senate can have some money to give to a
political candidate (which the students would not
be allowed to choose presumably). Or maybe some
other political or social circumstance which the
students do not want.
Come on Senate, get on the ball. You had
better start consulting the students who put you in
your positions in the first place, and find out what
they want. Or are you afraid to ask* the students,
knowing that they DO NOT want the fees to be
increased? And fellow students, think about the
action undertaken by the Senate.
What is stopping them from asking for a $50
increase next time? Or $75? Or $100? One way
the Senate could begin indicating their sincerity to
the students would be by enacting some sort of
legislation which would require all future fees
increases to go the vote of the students, who
would after all be forced to pay the extra money.
Whether or not you take this advice, one thing
is for certain ... If you continue to make
monetary decisions of serious consequences to the
students without asking their approval, there will
be plenty of students ready and willing to take
you places. And you won't even be missed.

thomas a. davis•
dean of the university

thank you,
jeff jahns, sophomore
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asups policies queried
Dear Editor,
In . response to your

can be trusted with any more
money. Our only campus

questionnaire about the budgetary
whimsies of the ASB officers:
I cannot give a final "yes" or
"no" to the questions as they

literary magazine received no
money at all in this year's
dealing of funds. The TRAIL,

are stated without some

campus organizations are being
allowed to die while our elected
(!) officers and their chosen
finance committee members go
merrily on their way spreading
monetary cheer among concert
entertainers. I seriously question
their priorities. They had an
extensive budget. They could
have funded all of the student
services in a sufficient manner
but they chose not to do so. An
increase in fees might alleviate
some debts but it will not
change their management.

explanation.
I would favor an increase in
ASUPS student fees IF the
money would be used to
provide actual services to the
students. I would appreciate
more quality movies with free
admission. I would love to see an
enormous edition of
representing
Crosscurrents
creative ability from all over the
campus. I wish that the TRAIL
and the Tamanawas had enough
money to maintain the staffs
and to obtain the material that
would allow wide-ranging
coverage of the University.
Campus organizations should be

the

Tamanawas

and many

I must say "no" then to an
increase in fees under their kind
of budgetary organization.
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law students stuffed like sardines
by randy fox school takes in $1200/student per semester under the
Last week, I spent 5 days looking for a copy of the guise of providing us with adequate facilities and an

elsa brueggeman

allowed to survive.
However, I cannot see that

assistant editor of the

the ASUPS budgetary geniuses

tamana was

Washington Sheppard's Citations without finding them adequate legal education.
Dean Sinclitico and his staff have come up with a
(and as far as I know the library staff is still looking for
them). If that's adequate the legal system is in for a shock realistic plan to construct a new building on the main
when we get out. If the University of Puget Sound campus. Basically the plan calls for two stage construction
expects to produce outstanding lawyers and legal scholars of a three story building which would include classrooms
it's going about it the wrong way. Maintaining in an and library facilities. Construction of the initial two floors

kinneman expresses anger
Dear Editor,
The Senate demonstrated
meek acceptance of the ASUPS
President's impassioned plea for
an increase in student fees. The
strong arm tactics displayed by
this same President (as outlined
in Friday's Trail), when one of
his flock dared voice dissent,
leads me to ask:
"Just who does he think he
represents?"
I had strong suspicions that
the Senate was nothing more
than a Tuesday eve coffee
clatzch. I realize how correct I
was after visiting "democracy in
action" on Tuesday. Bored,
unable to engage in debate
without constant prodding, the
Senate was little more than the
rubber stamp of the ASUPS
President.
Fellow students, do you feel
shortchanged, cheated? I find it
very hard to justify any
proposed increase with nearly
7,000 dollars worth of "profit"
making, mechanical marvels
sitting in the ASUPS office. We

should be pleased though, at

overcrowded "sardine can' has been the best training I've would cost approximately $2.4 million, a third floor
received so far. In fact, I'd like to make a requistion that would be added later as the need arose and the funds
we include it in the mandatory first year schedule! became available.
Current plans for the facilities on South Tacoma Way
Now that Thanksgiving is over and the panic over first

least these "toys" are still with
us, unlike 300 dollars of our
money that went to a State
political campaign (HJR 19).
That was money not spent in
my best interests, as students
from Hawaii, Colorado, and
places outside of the borders of
Washington, I think, will agree.
I have to laugh, Mr President,

year practice exams and upper class finals is on, the call for the renewal of a 5 year lease at a cost of almost

(or would Caesar be more
fitting,) you certainly talk like a
politician, worse still, you even
act like one. Your callous
disregard for the students of this
campus, I find revolting, an
insult to the people you think
you represent.
You must be commended for
your research into student fees
at other schools, it was most
interesting. But, how dare you
drag us into parity with them.
Where is this justification valid,

the library. As a result, some students have begun tremendous asset to the University and its students. Not

besides in your head? I would
hope that you were more
capable than Monkey See,
Monkey Do, but I was wrong.
zachary a. kinneman

help wanted
salaried
positions for:

apply at trail office
sub, room 214

library is beginning to look and feel like an overstuffed $250,000 per year. By delaying construction of the new
can of sardines and the situation is not a new one. Life as building UPS is letting $1.25 million slide down the tube.
a UPS law student has been full of that "sardine" feeling This money should be used to begin construction of a
this year. Classes are 'huge, the student-faculty ratio is new permanent facility that can be used for years and can
high, hallways are overcrowded, and the library is an be looked at as a symbol of commitment to outstanding
offense against "natural law" (didn't anyone responsible education.
Wh.y should we throw away $1.25 million over the
for "designing" this place read "The Territorial
Facilities at the school have never been next 5 years when a permanent facility could be built
Imperative"?).
adequate. For example, this year the law school proudly new?
Construction of a new facility at this time would be a
boasts 827 students while it maintains only 480 seats in
studying at the main campus (a 7 mile drive) and other only would rental fees and possible construction inflation
have gone as far as UW in an attempt to maintain their increases be saved, but the University of Puget Sound
sanity and have access to the sources necessary to could greatly improve the academic environment and
complete a competent legal memo. prestige of its law school.
But perhaps, the university's commitment to legal
How can the University of Puget Sound become a
leading West Coast law school with obviously inadequate education is only as great as a parking lot and dome space
facilities? We're all the victims of a bad joke. The law in a business district in South Tacoma Way.

trail supports fee increase
The press is often referred to as the fourth
branch of government. As such, it serves to further
our constitutional check and balance system.
Therefore, it is important for the press to
question the actions, rulings and policy decisions
made by public officials.
To fulfill its role as a responsible press, a
newspaper must not only serve as a governmental
check, but also as an open communication channel
to the government, a field for provocative thought
and insight, and open forum for debate, an
information source and an entertainment medium.
The ASUPS fee increase discussion in the
November 21 issue of the TRAIL is one example
of the TRAIL's attempt to fulfill its role as a
responsible press.
The TRAIL maintained that any increase in
fees should be justified to the student body,
by ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach and the Student
Senate.
Apparently, the Board of Trustees concurred.
The Board, which has final say on any fee
increases at UPS, refused to take action on the
issue and requested Gelbach to seek more student
input.
Consequently, Gelbach has announced plans
for a series of open seminars during January to
discuss the fee issue with students.
It appears that an increase in fees is desparately
needed by ASUPS, if existing programs and
activities are to be maintained.

Fees have not been increased in 10 years and
are at the present time far lower than at other
schools offering similar student programs. And
each year, as inflation reduces the value of a
dollar, programs have to be cut back.
Last year crosscurrents, SOTA, Living
Learning, Freshman Orientation the Logger Ledger
creativity celebration, Honor S Advisory Council,
and KUPS spring received no funding. Many other
groups were cut back or not granted their full
requests. To maintain quality programs, students
must now pay 25 cents for boogies and flicks
as budgetory supplements. In addition, much of
the AS U PS equipment, i.e. refrigerators,
typewriters, office furniture and 7 day campus
equipment will soon have to be replaced.
It appears that perhaps UPS students cannot
afford NOT to increase fees.

If ASUPS is to continue to provide quality
programs, new activities, provocative artists and
lectures, entertaining performers, good boogies
and flicks, and efficient and effective media, there
must be an increase in funds according to ASUPS
President Gelbach. We agree with Gelbach.

editorial

anna hibbard
editor

(editor's note-leaving student senate meetings out
of the calendar was an unintentional oversight.)
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campus alcohol sale questioned

dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane

student input sought
(editor's note: This is the fourth and last of a series of articles by Nelson
on the issue of Alcohol on campus at UPS. In previous articles he has
researched the alcohol policies of UPS and other schools in Washington, as

by melissa crites

One of the most tragic lessons DDT taught was that

well as the position of the local authorities of the State Liquor Board. This

Little has been heard recently from our old enemy the

insects can develop a resistance to it. If DDT is used again,

week recent actions by the Administration and ASUPS Senate and student

tussock moth. He ate his way through 820,000 acres in

the tussock moth could have the last laugh.

sentiment on the matter are covered.)

four states during the summer of 1973. In 1972, the
pesticide DDT was banned by the EPA but in 1974, the

At the ASUPS Senate meeting of November 25, John English, Dean of

But, will the Forest Service be allowed to use it again?
I think not. One of the stipulations in the 1974 granting

U.S. Forest Service was granted an emergency exemption

Students introduced a motion calling for the inclusion of alcohol under

of the DDT exemption was that the Forest Service also

to control that summer's expected catastrophic moth

section 2B.9, forbidding sale of drugs, narcotics, or hallucinogens. This would

test bacterial and viral pesticides on 85,000 acres of forest

infestation. That summer witnessed the most damaging

land. The results were very positive. According to Robert

outbreak on record.

E. Buckman, director of the Pacific Northwest Forest and

by scott d. nelson

have put the sale of alcohol under university sanction by virtue of the
sanctions included in the Student Conduct Code. This motion was passed by
the Student Senate at that meeting and covered in that week's TRAIL.
As the week following the meeting of November 17 progressed, this
amendment to the Student Conduct Code aroused sufficientfuror, that 100 to

Numerous studies support the theory of a three-year

Range Experimentation Station, Portland, in

cycle between outbreak and decline of tussock moth

Environmental Science and Technology, ... "As a result,

epidemics. Therefore, the next outbreak should occur in

we now have a much better understanding of the way

1977. Will DOT again be the answer?

tussock moth outbreaks develop in Douglas-fir and true

150 students filled Mc 106 to voice their displeasure at the following

The case against dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane of

November 24 meeting. This was the first time in the memory of most of those

DDT is longer than it's name. It was first synthesized in

fir forests, and have some insecticides that are very
promising as alternatives to DDT.-

in student government that a crowd of this size had turned out to a senate

1874 but it's insecticidal properties weren't discovered

meeting over any issue.
The viewers in the gallery actually said very little, but their presence was

Some of these promising materials are chemical

until 1939. Scientists considered, DDT a "wonder

insecticide Sevin-4-oil and two biological materials, a

chemical" before they realized its long-term dangers to all

quite obviously felt as Dean English moved to reconsider the alcohol

segments of the environment. It has been responsible for

nucleopholyhedrosis virus and a bacterium,
thuringiensiss, (friendly insects).

amendment. The motion to reconsider passed and eventually there was a

the reproductive failure of several birds of prey,

'committee formed to seek student input from the campus and to report back

particularily the peregrine falcon, the brown pelican, the

bacillus

Many other alternatives to DDT are being researched
at this time. Some of the effective non-chemical

to Senate in two weeks. Most of the crowd then left, prior to President Phibbs'

Bermuda petrel, the osprey, and the bald eagle. DDT is

tuition presentation and ignored the opportunity to discuss the potential

absorbed into the fat of these birds and is thought to be

student fee increase.

responsible for the inhibition of a vital enzyme that

the female insect population; the use of insect hormones

In conjunction with the Senate action, members of some of the fraternities

controls calcium metabolism. Thin, weak eggshells result

can control the mating behavior of insects resulting in a

that continue to have sale-functions of alcohol on campus were interviewed.

and are broken when the nesting bird attempts to sit on

reduction of the species; disruption of natural growth

An attempt was made to find out why the use and sale of alcohol seems to be

them. These birds are nearly extinct.

cycles through a complex juvenile hormone introduction

so important to on-campus.

Small amounts of

Todd Sames, President of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, explained that
alcohol, per se, was really a secondary element to the social interaction that
came about at open-bars and keggers.
"Provide an opportunity for the entire campus to interact, alcohol is sort of
a catalyst in breaking down walls and bringing the people together.

DDT reduce photosynthesis and

growth in marine plankton. Crab, trout, and Coho salmon
are among those that have suffered.

possibilities include the release of sterile male insects into

procedure; and gene infusion methods.
With enough research, the possibilities may be
virtually limitless. With research and public attitude

Some evidence has shown a possible correlation

change we may see a decreased emphasis on synthetic

between DDT and human problems such cirrhosis,

chemical controls and an increased use of natural

infertility and various cancers.

controls. A more useful balance between the needs of

Sames said that he believed that providing was the prime objective of such

As with many products placed on the market, too

functions and "money-making is far and away secondary." Asked if there were

little research concerning long-term effects was done. It

no other way to provide such an opportunity for social intercouse, Sames

takes so long to reverse environmental destruction.

replied that, "alcohol makes people want to come and does itself break down

humans and the health of the ecosystem must be found.

1

walls."

KsTAS/114

"Providing an opportunity for the entire campus to interact,
alcohol is sort of a catalyst..."

9"

Ned Cofin, President of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, agreed with Sames,
"the campus gets benefits from these functions in the way of social life and
has had no bad incidents or problems that I know of other than one minor
fight a couple of years ago."
Cofin continued that he "sympathized with the University and the
problems alcohol created" but felt that each individual ought to be left to deal
with the authorities and his conscience as he or she chooses to in the matter of
„.

alcohol.
Reviewing the finding of this inquiry into alcohol consumption at UPS,
Cofin's judgment may have some validity. In previous articles we have found
that the University wishes to lor such was the indication) maintain a counselling
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seldom troubled, indeed there is some evidence to the effect that a drastic
curtailment of alcohol on a campus causes the abuse of other drugs to rise.
Most importantly, the authorities indicated that it is not the quiet,
undisturbing social event or the individual consuming that caused them to act,
instead it was only on a complaint basis and usually from hell-raising type
parties that brought a visit from one of their agents.
With the conclusion of this series, I hope that those of you who have read
have gotten at least one thing from what has been written, that being that
awareness of what is going on around you is the only sure way to protect
yourself from unwanted bureaucratic action. This awareness, whether it be
awareness of student government, the UPS Administration or the state and
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role to students rather than a punitive one. We saw that those students of
other schools who used discretion in their consumption of alcohol were very
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federal government is ihe only true guarantee of representation of your will
that exists. Couple such an awareness with discretion in your actions and you
will probably not run afoul of the powers that be.
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jumpers take jabs

t
—Ttys I entertainment

at seattle rep
by chuckles richardson
It looks as though the audiences of the Seattle Repertory Theatre are in for
a season of incredible entertainment. Two shows performed and two successes
have graced the R.E.P. stage.
The second show I'm referring to is Tom Stoppard's unusual hit Jumpers.
It is a brilliant jab at philosophy, government, religion, and mankind in
general. Primarily a satire on modern England Jumpers also makes a warning
to the world in general.
Mr. Stoppard uses language as a toy that bends and molds itself to his every
whim with funny and frightening results. He uses it to point out the perils our
society is approaching.
The play, taking place in the near future, revolves around George Moore, a
professor of Moral Philosophy at an unnamed British institution. He appears
to be the last believer in God and he attempts to prove God's existence in an
address he is preparing entitled "Man: Good, Bad, or Indifferent?" In one of
his twisting monologuespoor George, reaching an emotional climax shouts out
something to the effect of: "I think therefore God is (pause) no wait a
minute that's not quite it."
George does not prove anything but does make a touching fight for
something greater than that which modern philosophy has left us.

photo by gerry ianuzzi - trail staff
Director Tom Somerville gives pointers to Doug Newell (left) as Charles Warren. Corky Somers, George Knight,
Dave Chavez and Grant Kinnear watch during one of the early "Inquest" rehearsals.

inquest,no ordinary drama
by olivia donnell
Marking the bicentennial year with a touch of history,
the UPS Inside Theatre will present Inquest December
4th.
Director

Tom Somerville promises it to be no

ordinary stage drama. "What it is," Somerville
explained, "is not really a play—it's a documentary" on
the life and circumstances surrounding the trial of Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg during the McCarthy era. The
Rosenbergs were found guilty of conspiracy to commit
international espionage, selling secrets of the atom bomb
to the Russians during WWII.
"The play was written with a biased point of view,"
says Somerville, "and we are trying to present the play
with as little bias as possible." It was leaving out material
and using material that was not totally factual. "The
author used his freedom in editing to a great extent."
Therefore, in order to have a better balance in the play,
they have put back in some information the author has
excluded and taken out some of the factual information
that biased it.

Max Wright played George and held the audience spellbound throughout
his dissertations. A very impressing display of talent.
George's nemesis is Sir Archibald Jumper, Vice Chancellor of the
University, and a doctor of, among many other things, gymnastics. He has
gathered together a team of tumblers who are also the leading philosophers of
the day. They operate on the premise that if one can get his body to excell,
one can perform all sorts of mental gymnastics and always land on one'sfeet,

Somerville debated when casting the show, to pick

or perhaps hands as the case may be.

actors that looked and sounded like the major characters

Sir Archie is the sign of the times, a figurehead in a world gone mad (any

of the play. "This is a bit difficult to do, since we are

madder than today's? one wonders). England has just seen the political victory

reminding the audience constantly who the actual people

of the Radical-Liberal Party, the Archbishop/ of Canterbury is an agnostic

were. We don't want it to become a contest between the

(and the former Minister of Agriculture), and on the Moon a crippled

audience and us as to how well we can make Corky
Somers look like Ethel Rosenberg or Doug Newell like

spacecraft can only carry one of two astronauts back to Earth. One promptly

Julius Rosenburg." Therefore, Somerville is more
concerned that the actors try to portray the personality

kicks the other one out and blasts off.
Sir Archibald Jumper was played to the hilt by John Newton who did a
wonderful characterization as the charming rogue.

of the characters involved rather than "to fool the

Marilyn Meyers played George's wife Dorothy, an ex-musical star of great

audience into the illusion that they are Julius and Ethel

fame who has retired, prematurely, due to a nervous breakdown. She in her

Rosenberg."

own right is something of a philosopher. Wondering in her neurotic way what

Inquest, showing December 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12 and
13th, is something no one should miss. Not only is it an

those two astronauts thought of man's noble civilization and great philosophys

historical lesson for those unaware of what actually took
place during this time, but it will also be a treat to see a
combination of all the medias used in the creation of
what is now "no ordinary stage drama."

while they fought each other for survival on another planet.
Congratulations are in order for the director Duncan Ross for a delightful
performance and to the scene director John Lee Geatty who designed a
beautiful and exciting set and to the whole R.E.P. company who is batting a
thousand so far.

Tickets are on sale at the box office in Jones hall.
General admission is $3.00; students and faculty, $2.00.

The style of the play is very unique, according to
Somerville. "It's a theatre of fact and a theatre of
cruelty." Therefore, in order to get across the full impact

Starts 8 pm

of the play, Sommerville, with the assistance of student

in Jones Hall

researchers, has compiled over one thousand slides

on UPS campus.

showing pictures of actual people involved, pictures of
newspaper headlines, pictures taken during the execution,

For reservations
call 756-3329

during the trial, tapes made during the trial, and other

1-5 pm daily.

UPS ALUMNI OWNED

tapes made of quotes of some of the famous people
involved. All of this, combined with the actor's portrayal
of the characters, create not just a typical stage drama,
but rather a full scale multi media production.
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"SOLID GOLD"
MUSIC
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
1960's Rock 'n Roll
(No Cover Tuesday to Thursday)

In Old City Hall

7th & Pacific

You Must Be 21 To Celebrate At 'The Old City Jail'
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M use

u m to sp o n so r fete

Plans for the Seattle Art Museum's Annual Family

members, became an "instant tradition" when it was

Holiday Party, sponsored by the museum's Guild, were

introduced four years ago. Featuring music, other

announced this week by Mrs. William H. Moultrie, in

entertainment and refreshments, the party has become

charge of arrangements. It will be held Saturday,

the largest single event given by the Museum during the

December 13, from 2:30 to 4:30 in the Volunteer Park

year.
The program this year will begin at 2:35 in the Garden

Museum.
This event, free to the public as well as Museum

Court, with a selection of seasonal vocal music presented

/"*4*

New Taste
Taste Treat
Strawberry, Raspberry & Apricot Squares

124 N. TACOMA AVE. 383-2126

single person seemed to be caught up
in the uncontrollable laughter.
It was held at a noon recital on
Friday November 21st. Those on

will present a program of special dances, at 3:15 pm..

wanted to be a part of the

Following this at 3:55 pm the Society for Creative

performance. They practiced for

Anachronism will perform songs and dances of the

about a month under the supervision
of the conductor, Dr. Edward

Simultaneously with the activities in the Garden

0 00"-s

Recital Hall was packed and every

Matson, will entertain audiences in the auditorium, at
2:45 pm and again at 3:15 pm.
Refreshments will be served in the Activities Room
throughout the party. All friends of the Museum are
cordially invited to join in this celebration of the holiday
season, according to Mrs. William Lovell, chairman of the
Guild.

no sense at all. They ranged from a

-

The Cornish School Ballet, directed by Karen Irvin,

Court, the Seattle Puppetory Theater, directed by Jean

the instruments used were familiar

including kazoos, while some were
The PDQ Bach performance was a
apparently made from "scratch". The
hilarious concert done by the UPS
Music Department. The Jacobsen costumes worn were clever and made

and instrumental departments who

Medieval period in authentic costume.

44N -r s

by janet dodge

stage were members from the vocal

by Cornish School Chorale, directed by Jim Savage.

A):‘3'

‘bach' concert hilarious

Hansen. The form of conducting that

pretty, frilly little girl with pink
ribbons in her hair who was ten
months pregnant to a guy wearing a
nicely tailored suit on top and merely
boxer shorts on the bottom.
The entire performance lasted less
than forty-five minutes and was
certainly worth the 30 cents that it
cost to attend. The Music
Department did not make any profit,
the money they did earn went for

royalties. The performers paid for
Dr. Hansen used had the audience in
their own scores, so it can be safely
hysterics.
assumed
that Dr. Hansen and the
The score that was followed was,
of course done by PDQ Bach, who choir made the performance as a
service to the school and also just for
was announced as aeing "the last and
least of Bach's seventeen children."

the fun of it. It was a really fun thing

The whole performance was so funny

to attend and was appreciated by

it could never be described. Some of

many students and faculty.

.15f4117-511E - MODEL 301
Most loudspeakers are designed with symmetrical polar characteristics;
that is, the loudspeaker radiates the same spatial pattern to the left and
right side of the speaker. This symmetry, however, is necessary only for
monaural reproduction with a single speaker. The design of the Model 301
uses an extended range woofer facing forward and a tweeter on the side of
the enclosure angled toward the side wall of the room. This unusual
"asymmetrical" arrangement (Figure 1) produces a high proportion of
reflected sound at high frequencies using reflections off the side walls of
the room. Symmetrical stereo reproduction is maintained by constructing
the two stereo speakers as "mirror images" oi each other (Figure 2).
The audible result is expansion of the sound field beyond the spacing of
the speakers and accurate placement of the sound of instruments across
the entire breadth of the listening room.

Fig. 1 Asymmetrical construction of the Model 301 showing the Direct Energy
Control and the mirror image design of the stereo pair.

THE MODEL 301 DESIGN
To achieve the proper balance of reflected and direct sound with flat power
radiation in a compact bookshelf enclosure and to maintain flexibility of
placement is a major engineering challenge requiring a combination of
unusual design concepts.

BLACK— DIRECT SOUND
WHITE—REFLECTED SOUND
Fig. 2 Stereo reproduction with the Model 301s placed horizontally to utilize
side wall reflections.

10323-13 Plaza Drive S.W. 582-3600
Villa Plaza Tacoma, Washington 98499

Direct/Reflecting
Bookshelf Speaker System
Ar,
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rowers second
The University of Puget Sound

sports
hoopers split first two

TP

The University of Puget Sound basketball team
opened its 1975-76 hoop campaign with a split on the

Peterson

road, dropping the season opener to Montana State

Evans
Walker
Botts
McCully
Wells
Hiam
Gibler
Stewart
Brown

University 89-69 in Bozeman last Saturday, and capturing
a 96-42 victory last Sunday over Montana Tech in Butte.
Traditionally slow starters, UPS ran out of gas at
halftime in the Montana State game. The Loggers went
into intermission tied 46-46 on the strength of a 59.4
field goal shooting percentage. But nothing went right in
the second half for the green & gold, as the Loggers hit
only 22.2% of their shots. For the game, the Loggers

by matt mccully
48
28
24
14
13
9
9

:

7
7
6

AVG.
24.0
14.0
12.0
• 70
65
4 5
4 5
3 5
35
30

committed 25 turnovers, and were outrebounded 50-25
by the Bobcats, contributing to the 20 point loss.

TEAM

165

82.5

Curt Peterson led all scorers with 24 points, hitting 18
in the first half. TimEvans added 18 points for UPS from
the guard and forward spot.

home opener tomorrow

womens' crew placed 2nd racing in

brightened; Sonja Pederson believes

the highly competitive Green Lake

the girls are racing better than ever

Regatta Saturday November 22nd in

before, and that they have set high

Seattle.

goals for their next race in the spring.

Racing in the Jay Vee open four

First they hope to get a full-time

the crew must be congratulated for

volunteer coach if they are to race a

their persistance and drive in the

heavy weight four, a lightweight four

horrid weather conditions, which saw

and a Light weight eight.

Pa

For girls interested in taking part

them lose narrowly to the University

in the rewarding, budding sport in

of Oregon.
Even though U.P.S. has had a

womens' athletics at U.P.S. the crew

womens' crew team for the past three

will be having informal dryland

years it is still not considered a

workouts every Monday, Wednesday

varsity sport and receives no financial

and Friday at the fieldhouse.

backing. Four girls-- Sonja Pederson,
Nancy Knight, Debbie Billman and

With these four girls who have

Barbara Welms— with a now steady

pushed themselves and who are

coach have fought the factors against

excellent athletes, there will be a

them. They trained six days a week

strong nucleus that could give U.P.S.

either at Blair Waterway or dryland

there best womens' crew team in

training. -

years, and possibly obtain varsity

After such a successful showing at

It was a completely different story the next night as
the Loggers destroyed the Orediggers from Montana Tech,

by ty morris

Green Lake their hopes are

standing for the future crews.

Saturday, KUPS with John McGraw will broadcast the Logger soccer game
The Loggers play their home opener tomorrow night

at 6 Pm. The soccer action will be taped earlier in the afternoon as the Loggers

96-42, in a game that was never even a contest.

in the Fieldhouse at 8:00 pm against the University of

The Loggers hit an amazing 57.3% from the field,
connecting on 43 of 75 shots. UPS cacried a 45-14 lead

Montana Grizzlies. The Grizzlies are defending Big Sky

play in Bremerton at 1 pm.
Then, with pre-game coverage beginning at 7:50, the Logger basketball

Conference champions, and downed the Loggers 67-58 in

into halftime against the outmanned foes, using full court

game against the University of Montana will be broadcast asCasey Sander and

Missoula last year. The Grizzlies are coached by Jud

man pressure defense and a fast breaking offense to build

Heathcoate, and last year went to the NCAA Division

the lead.

Regionals to lose to UCLA. The Grizzlies are led by guard

All ten Loggers scored, including five in double

Michael Ray Richardson and forward Tim Blaine.

figures. Curt Peterson again topped the list with 24 points

The UPS JV's open their 1975-76 season also

followed by Rick Walker with 14 tallies.
Here is the combined Logger scoring for the two

tomorrow night at 5:50 pm in the fieldhouse, as they

games:

Chuck Bachman give the play-by-play action.

I

meet AAU power Tacoma Plywood, in a game that will
precede the Varsity affair.

booters now club
The football, cross country and
*soccer seasons are all finished, but
the Soccer Loggers, with a collegiate
season behind them, will continue as
a club in the Washington. State Soccer
League in January.
Starting five seniors and four
freshmen this fall, the team compiled
the b•st record in Logger soccer
history. They were 4-5-2 overall and
4-4 in Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference play. The final, unofficial
standings are: (1) Simon Fraser U.
(8-0), (2) UVV (7-1), (3) SPC (5-2-1),
(4) Seattle U. (5-2-1), (5) UPS (4-4),
(6) Oregon State U. (2-6), (7) PLU

peterson named week's player
At I -Amer ican candidate Curt

30 field goal attempts for an

Peterson of the UPS basketball team

excellent 66.7%. He also made 80%

picked up right where he left off last

of his free throws, including an eight

season as the Loggers opened their

for eight performance from the line

1975-76 hoop season in Montana last

against Montana State.

weekend.

Peterson has been the Loggers'

Peterson, the Lugger 7-0 center

'leading scorer and rebounder in each

who made Honorable Mention

of his last two seasons, averaging 18.1

All-American last year, led the green

points a contest last year.

& gold in scoring and rebounding in
both games in Montana. He picked
up 24 _points and seven rebounds in
the season opener against Montana

&dI 421e4

State, and followed with another 24

383-4739

point performance with eight

2616 6th Avenue

rebounds against Montana Tech.
"The Peak" connected on 18 of

Four Goodies.
Five Quarters.

Tacoma, VVashingtor

(1-5-1), (8) Oregon U. (1-5-1), and
Fraser is

(9) VVesterm (1-71. Simon

headed toward the NAIA playoffs
and SPC stays at home to host and
participate in the NCAA Division II

Magoo's Annex Tavern

playoffs.
The Loggers named

senior

forward and high scorer Nick Papini
as the team's Most Valuable Player.
Senior Jim Hackinen was voted the

Th is Coupon
Good for 25 cents Off
On Any Imported Beer

Most Inspirational Player and
freshman defender Mike Holzgang
won the team's Most

Improved

Player trophy.

SAVE A BUCK AT

BUDGET TAPE
& RECORDS
TAPES

2710 North 21st
759-6300
One Coupon P-,v Customer
EXPIRES

2 Mama Burgers & 2 Fries $1.25

DECEMBER 31 , 1975

( regular order)

At participating ASLW Family Restaurants.

Save up to 85; with this coupon.

RECORDS

4.97 SALE 3.97
EVERYDAY

5 . 99 LOW PR)CES 4 ' 69

HIGHLAND HILL
CENTER
6th & PEARL
565-0363

SEATTLE
Offeis,oid after
1509 N. 45th
N.W. 5th Ave. & Holman Road
16330 Auroro

BOB'S TOTUM MARKET
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite

December 31st, 1975

ARLINGTON
Route 1

CENT RALIA
715 West Main St.
1008 Belmont St.

FEDERAL WAY
31675 Pacific Hwy. S.

TACOMA

Your Neighborhood Food Center

6th & Proctor Ave.

11023 Bridgeport Way
7515 27th St. W.
8442 Pacific Ave.

UPS

SHELTON
1729 N. Olympic Hwy.

BREMERTON
3235 Kitsap Way
BELLINGHAM
310 N. Samish Way

ABERDEEN
605 W. Market
KENT
421 So Central

'Sav,ngs over normal price 01Ilems solo .nclIvoctualty Prices may vary among restaurants

La

Please present COupon belOre Ordering
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loss ends grid season, doesn't.dim pride
by ty morris

im swim meet exciting
by rod nichols

The University of Puget Sound football team closed

Loggers never lose they just run out of time, and this

Keep your calendars clear because

Since Intramural rules state that

out the 1975 football campaign November 22nd at Civic

proved to be their fate at Civic Stadium this past Saturday

the big day is almost here.

no swim team members may

Stadium, falling just four points short against a tough

night.

WEDNESDAY, December 10 at 3:30

participate, this is the time when all

pm in the swimming pool, Men's

the ex-jocks break out the trunkS and

Intramural Productions proudly

limber up the old muscles.

presents the Annual Intramural Swim

Living groups interested in

Meet. Directing this fine activity will

particitiating must have their rosters

be Gregg Dohrn and Todd Fleming

in to Gregg Dohrn or Todd Fleming

with assistance from Coach Don

by Friday, December 5.
All you swimmers get psyched

Duncan.
The action promises to be as

and all you -cheerleaders get those

exciting as it has been in the past.

leather lungs ready to cheer on your

Last year's meet showed spectacular

favorite "Mark Spitz". Everyone

results with the Hoopers swimming

show up, bring your friends &

their way to victory and eight 1M

neighbors and let's make for a great

records being broken.

intramural swim meet.
FINAL SOCCER RESULTS

Div. 2

Div. 1
Law School

6-0-1

Beta

4-0-3

Hoopers

4.1-2

Sigma Nu

4-1-2

ROTC

2-4-1

Todd Hall

2-3-1

Sigma Chi

1-6-0

Team

0-6-1

Playoffs:
Semi-finals

SAE
Int. House
Phi Delt
Theta Chi
Allis
K Sig

5-1-0
5-1-0
4-2-0
3-4-0
0-6-0
0-7-0

bunch of Portland State Vikings.

The Loggers finished with a 7-3-1 record against the

The Loggers were behind 31-7 at half-time, due to the

toughest competition ever faced by the gridders. It is a

passing wizardry of June Jones, one of the leading

season that the entire faculty and student body can be

throwers in the nation. UPS regrouped and retaliated by

proud of. In offseason talk the Loggers feats will

scoring 20 points in the third quarter to counter P.S.U.'s

certainly be the centre of attraction in any football

second quarter outburst. Jimmy Hatch scored from three

circles.

yards out on the first play of the third quarter and then

The Loggers have already started preparing for next

combined with quarterback Clay Angle for the two point

year. They have learned that with each victory you come

coversion to get that Ole Loggin truck a rollin'. A brilliant

closer to a set-back. They know what a champion consists

interception by safety Larry Smith set up an Angle to

of and realize that you cannot stand still if you annually

Kim Reimer score eight plays later to narrow the margin
to 31-21.

expect to be recognized as one of the top teams
nationally in the highly competitive College Division of

The Loggers defense got the ball again with 3:35

NCAA football.

remaining. Logger leader Clay Angle showed the poise and
maturity that Logger fans can expect to see in 1976, when

The unity and pride that has been generated in the

he hit on two crucial fourth and long passes for first

program by Paul Wallrof's staff has set a precedent that

downs in the do or die drive. He climaxed the drive with

will make the Loggers devastating next year, even though

a 10 yard touchdown pass again to Hatch. The two point

the graduating seniors will be sorely missed.

conversion attempt went off the fractured left wrist of
Franko Washburn.

on the chalkboard by the coaching staff said it all, "The

With 1:35 remaining the Loggers onside kick failed and

future is now but let us not forget the past-Pride

At last Wednesdays football meeting a notice posted

they watched in vain as the Vikings ran out the clock. The

Adversity Score Tomorrow."

husky invitational 'another thing'
some very good meets this year."

Speaking of the Husky Relays which the UPS
Finals
Law School 2, Beta 1

swimmers competed in on November 21, coach Don

"The Husky Meet coming up is another thing," he

Duncan said, "This meet is a very low pressure meet for

added. The Husky Invitational, December 5,6, and 7, is a

Final Standing for points:

us. The scores indicated that the regular season will be

1st

Law School

Betas defeated Phi Debt

2nd

Beta

very interesting."
The University of Washington scored 108 points

Sigma Nu defeated Hoopers

3rd

Sigma Nu

followed by Simon Fraser with 104. PLU and Central had

„

national qualifying meet and several of the Logger
swimmers will try to make times that qualify for NCAA
Division 11 national competition next spring.

Betas defeated SAE's

4th

SAE

66 while UPS was close behind with 62. Idaho scored 24.

Sigma Nu defeated Int. House

Following this meet, the Logger swimmers will take a

5th

Int. House

Duncan commented on the close scores between

Law School beat Sigma Nu

6th

Phi Delts

Central, PLU and UPS as showing that ' we should have

rest and then start intensive trainings for the main part of
their season,

Note: An incorrect headline named the PHI DEL TS as
intramural football champions. Instead it should have
read that the BETAS were football champions.

fall crew over

december in sports

by colleen mckay
Men's crew coach, Bill Kalenius,

BASKETBALL

commented that he "thought we did

PETTY
OFFICERS
NEEDED

Washington's boats came in first,

The Coast Guard Reserve has

second, fourth, eighth, and ninth in

openings for a variety of ratings. Put

the lightweight eight race. The

your service skills back to work on a

University of Victoria took third
while Western, WSU and UPS

fairly well in the Head of the Lake

Regatta. It was neat to get everyone
together to row."
There were no major upsets in the
regatta as the University of

part - time basis.

U.S.C.G. RECRUITING OFFICE

followed each other other closely

2000 TACOMA MALL, SUITE 141

with fifth, six and seventh,
respectively.

TACOMA, WA. 98400

Dec. 6, University of Montana at UPS
Dec. 10, Sacramento State at UPS
Dec. 13, Central Washington at UPS
Dec. 16, St. Martin's at St. Martin's
Dec. 20, Eastern Washington at UPS
Dec. 22, Gonzaga at UPS
WRESTLING
Dec. 6, Pacific University Tournament, at Forest Grove, Ore.
Dec. 13, Linfield at 1 pm in McMinnville, Ore.
Willamette at 6 pm in Salem, Ore.
Dec. 20, University of Washington Tournament in Seattle

Most of the shells in the race
were crewed by inexperienced men

VOLLEYBALL

and UPS had four freshmen rowing.

Get away
with Coke.

This regatta, held at the

Dec. 4, 5, 6, NCWSA "B" Tournament in Portland, Ore.

University of Washington, ended the
fall schedule for the Logger crew, but

VARSITY SWIM TEAM

they are looking forward to their
spring season which could start with
a regatta in mid-February.

Dec. 5,6, 7, Husky Invitational in Seattle

CRABS

3820 North 26th
It's the real thing. Coke.
Pacific Coca Cola Bottling

Tacoma, Wa.

PRAWNS

SK 9-0727

.011
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kups investigates avalanche
Insight: The Mt. St. Helens Tragedy, will air three
successive nights, December 10, 11, and 12 at 8:00.
"We will attempt to answer three basic questions,"

winterim examined
On Tuesday, December 9, 3-4:30 pm in Kilworth
Chapel Lounge, teacher and student views on possibilities
and perils of VVinterim teaching will be presented. Both
faculty and students are invited to attend. Speakers

says Turner. "We will ask first, what did happen on the

include: Dean Thomas Davis, Senior Political Science

mountain and. why; we will explore the charges of

major, Laura lnveen, Professors Bob Waldo (Business

whitewash and coverup of the incident by the President's

Administration), Wolfred Bauer (History), and Jeffrey

ad hoc investigating committee, and try to come up with

Bland (Chemistry). Co-sponsored by Faculty

some answers there; and, we will make specific

Development Program and Winterim Committee.

recommendations, based on the reported and collected

nurses sponsor christmas

evidence, as to what we feel should be the future of the
class under the circumstances."
On Monday, December 8 at 8 pm, kups will present
the rock opera "Jesus Christ - Superstar" in its entirety.
Tune in with Jeff Smith for a unique experience.

ball

"Crystal Fantasy" will allow you to escape into a
world of blue glitter and fine music at the Christmas Ball..
Sponsored by the nursing school junior class, it
promises to be the biggest social event of the year. The
date is set for December 12th, at the old Elk's Club, 565
Broadway.

Friday 5 Dec.

The gala evening of "after five" attire features Gary

Campus Film Ryan's Daughter 6:30 & 9:45 pm Mc006 25 cents w/ASB

Gonter's band of waltzes to rock. The dance starts at 8

"Inquest" 8 pm Inside Theatre $3.00 general $2.00 students

pm and will last until 2 am.
Roast beef will delight taste buds at the 9 pm buffet

UPS Pot & Print Show 10 am-7 pm Kilworth

dinner. Two open bars will furnish drinks throughout the

Saturday 6 Dec.

evening.

Campus Film Ryan's Daughter 6:30 & 9:45 pm Mc006

Tickets are now on sale for $20 per couple. This price

"Inquest" 8 pm Inside Theatre $3 general $2 students

includes dinner. For more information, contact the school

Campus showcase & the Cellar present AIRBRUSH, top JAZZ BAND 9-11 pm in the Cellar FREE'
UPS Pot & Print Show
Sunday 7 Dec.

of nursing at MA7-1181, ext. 368.

artist's mysticism interpreted

In Concert 1-4 pm SUB Lounge $1.5-0 public 50 cents students

Intersection Tuesday Features "William Blake"

Chapel Services 11 am Kilvvorth

Dr. Florence Sandler, Professor of English, will present

Catholic Services 6 pm Kilworth
Monday 8 Dec.

"An Interpretation of William Blake's Mysticism" from
7-8:30 this Tuesday evening in the Kilworth Chapel
Lounge. The evening will begin with a showing of a color

Your guess is as good as mine

film of Blake's paintings in English museums, and then

Tuesday 9 Dec.
Intersection: "The Vision of William Blake" 7-8:30 p.m. Kilvvorth Basement

Dr.Sandler, herself a scholar of studies on Blake, will

Science Fiction Film Festival "Day the Earth Stood Still" 8 p.m.

carry us into his mystical experience.

"Forbidden Planet" 9:30 p.m. FREE
Student Senate - meeting 5:15 prn, Mc 106
Agape Fellowship 7 - 8:30 pm, Rm. 1 SUB

holiday hymn presented
The University of Puget Sound-Tacoma Choral Society
will present two versions of the classic Christmas hymn,

Wednesday 10 Dec.
"Inquest" 8 pm Inside Theatre $3 general $2 students

"Gloria in Excelsis" this Sunday, December 7, 4 pm at

Madrigal Singers 8:15

Mason United Methcdist Church, Tacoma. The public is
cordially invited to attend the complimentary event,

Thursday 11 Dec.

sponsored by the UPS School of Music.

"Inquest" 8 pm Inside Theatre $3 general $2 students

ostransky questioned in public

Mike O'Neill, guitarist 8-10 pm in the Cellar
Madrigal Singers 8:15

Professor Leroy Ostransky will participate in a live,
public interview on Thursday, December 11, from 2-3:30

Friday 12 Dec.
"Inquest" 8 pm Inside Theatre $3 general $2 students

pm in the Lounge of the SUB. Professor Ostransky will be
questioned about his life as a teacher, about the way he

Madrigal Singers 8:15

approached the task of teaching and about his philosophy
of education. Time will be provided for inquiries and

pledges landscape playground
The 1975 pledge class of Phi Delta Theta performed a

responses from the floor. All members of the academic
community are invited.

community service for Jefferson Elementry School.

communist china ballet today

"We found out that they (the school) were in need of
some help in landscaping the play area and we
volunteered our 15 pledges to do the labor," said
President Bob Presser.
The Phi Delta Thetas also conducted a
pre-Thanksgiving food drive for needy families.
Today the house will hold an auction to raise money.
For more information call 756-4250.

"wanna buy some pot, man?"
The annual UPS Christmas pot and print sale will be
held today from 10 am to 8 pm and tomorrow from 10

vashon band gives concert

am to 6 pm in the Kilworth Chapel basement. It is being

On Sunday December 7 in the SUB lounge from 1-4

sponsored by the UPS potters guild.

"White Haired Girl", in 2 parts/174 minutes, Friday,
5 December, Howarth 202, at 12 noon.
This videotape is a copy of "White Haired Girl" as it
appeared on Public television in Spring 1974. It includes
excellent introductory comments by Rozane VVitke, a
Chinese historian. 'White Haired Girl" is a magnificent,
moving revolutionary ballet produced in the People's
Republic of China. It is the story of a young Chinese
woman-peasant who suffers injustices at the hands of a
local landlord and escapes to the mountains. Her suffering
causes her hair to turn white, but she regains strength and
a sense of self-worth when rescued by Chinese Communist
army forces. -Parts I and II represent two separate stages
of the plot. Viewers are welcome to see one part, both
parts, or portions of one or both.

pm Campus showcase presents a Vashon Recording

phibbs answers questions again

Studio Band in Concert featuring Keith Hardin, Tom
Frog, Dave Conant, Bob Hayward and Bob Macure. Good

President Phibbs & the University vice presidents will

music for a break from the Sunday afternoon doldrems.

be in the SUB lounge Monday, December 8 at 4 pm for

Only 50 cents for UPS students. $1.50 for the public.

another question & answer session. All are invited to

Don't miss it.

come and bring questions, comments or answers.

spend fall in london

nutcracker tickets available
Due to the overwhelming demand for tickets, Pacific
Northwest Dance has added an eighth performance of its
production of Tchaikovsky's

Nutcracker

on Sunday

evening, December 21, at 7:30 pm in the Opera House.

Are you interested in spending fall '76 in London?
There will be a meeting on Thursday, December 11 at 3
pm in L217 for all interested students. Applications and
information available in J222 or from David Smith.

All seven previously announced performances of
Nutcracker have been sold out. The added performance

european tours offered

will make it possible for another 3,000 ballet fans to
enjoy this Christmas classic.
Ticket sales for this performance began

on

Tour I: Russia, Eastern Europe, France, England,
Greece, Austria, Germany, Switzerland. 99 days for
$2,969 (subject to dollar fluctuation).

Thursday morning, December 4 at 10:00 am at the Pacific

Tour II: Switzerland, Italy, Sicily. 45 days.
Tour III: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland,

Northwest Dance Ticket Office, 4th Floor Center House,
Seattle Center. With BankAmericard or Mastercharge,

Leningrad. 45 days.

orders may be placed by telephone by calling 447-4655.

Small VW Bus camping tours led by individuals

Other ticket outlets include Bell, Book and Candle,

knowledgeable in the areas and languages. University

Bellevue; Bon Marche at Tacoma Mall, Naval District

credit may be arranged. For further information contact:
Philip Klindt 4216 N. 28th, Tacoma 98407, tel. 759-2494

Special Services at Sand Point and Yenney's in Olympia.

or

Mike Curley 1523 N. Oakes, Tacoma 98406, tel.

759-6458.

